
 

Kennebecasis Public Library – Book Club Program 

Librarian: Madaline Boutilier 

Email: Madaline.boutilier@gnb.ca Phone: (506) 849-5314 and ask for her. 

Please let Kirstin know which book(s) are selected so she can contact Madaline 

to reserve the book(s) the club wants to read next. 

Date of next meeting: Thursday, January 25, at 1:30PM. 

The Hero’s Walk, by Anita Rau Badami 

About the Author: Anita Rau Badami's first novel was the bestseller Tamarind 

Woman. Her bestselling second novel, The Hero's Walk, won the Regional 

Commonwealth Writers' Prize and Italy's Premio Berto, was named a Washington 

Post Best Book, was longlisted for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award 

and the Orange Prize for Fiction, and was a finalist for the Kiriyama Prize. Her third 

novel, Can You Hear the Nightbird Call?, was released in 2006 to great acclaim, 

longlisted for the IMPAC Award, and named a finalist for the City of Vancouver 

Book Award. The recipient of the Marian Engel Award for a woman writer in mid-

career, Badami is also a visual artist. She lives in Montreal. 

A) Here are 10 discussion questions to help kick-off discussion. Members can 

take turns reading the question aloud.  

1. Which of the seven main characters--Maya; Sripathi; Nirmala, his wife; 

Ammayya, the grandmother; Putti, the sister; Nandana, the orphaned girl; and 

Arun, the son--was your favorite, and why? 

2. Sripathi keeps his passion for writing letters to the editor a se-cret from his wife. 

Why do you think he does this? What does this secrecy reveal about his character? 

3. What was your opinion of Ammayya, the widowed mother of Sripathi? Did you 

feel that her unkind husband--and his public rejection of her for his mistress--

justified her bitterness? Why do you think Ammayya stole things from her own 

family? 

4. After her daughter Maya dies, Nirmala has a terrible argument with her husband, 

during which she exclaims: "I am tired of behaving myself!" By the end of the book, 

has Nirmala stopped behaving herself? If so, how?5. How did your opinion of the 

book change as you read it? 
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5. At Sripathi's youthful initiation ceremony, he escorts his mistress out of the hall, 

and leaves Ammayya and Sripathi in the celebration hall. Afterward, Sripathi says 

to himself: "Never would he fail in his duty to his family or subject them to such 

shame." Has he succeeded? To what does Sripathi feel a sense of duty?7. Are there 

plot points the book didn't address? 

6. Maya is engaged to Prakash, a young Indian man, when she leaves for Canada. 

But in Canada, she meets and falls in love with Alan, and she breaks the 

engagement--"I cannot help the way I feel about Alan," she writes by way of 

explanation. How does her family react to this? Did you feel her argument that she 

was truly in love with Alan, not Prakash, meant so much to Sripathi and Nirmala? 

Did "love" justify Maya's change of heart? 

7. From Sripathi's balky scooter, to the garbage on the streets, to the showy 

policemen directing traffic, the reader is given a precisely textured vision of life in 

the imaginary town of Toturpuram. Why do you think Badami took so much time 

and care over the details of everyday life? What does this add to your sense of the 

characters, and to the way they move through life? 

8. Women take many different roles in The Hero's Walk--from traditional wife to 

homebound spinster to political leader to career girl on the rise. Did this diversity 

surprise you? What were your conceptions of women's roles in India before you 

read this book? What are they now? 

9. Throughout most of the book, Sripathi shows disdain for his son, Arun. But in the 

end, it is Arun who shows Sripathi the sea turtles returning to lay their eggs on the 

Toturpuram beach, an event that awes Sripathi. How does Arun's knowledge about 

the sea turtles help to shift Sripathi's opinion of him? What has Sripathi been 

overlooking about Arun? 

10. "The whole business of living, I think, is an act of heroism," says Anita Rau 

Badami, the book's author. By this definition, there are many acts of heroism in The 

Hero's Walk. Which acts, for you, stand out? Nirmala's helping Putti to marry 

Gopala, the milkman's son? Arun's social activism? Maya's marriage to a non-

Indian? Putti's dutiful behavior to her mother? 

B) Book questions and discussion from Book Club Members. 

C) Discussion and choosing of the next book to read (by popular vote). 

January: Cloud Cuckoo Land by Anthony Doerr 


